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Caroma has set a new standard in design with the unveiling of the Caroma Contura Collection. 

Strikingly sculptural and curvaceous, Contura is the embodiment of organic beauty. Offering luxurious style and superb 
functionality, Contura combines a pure, honest aesthetic to match a range of bathroom styles. Contura is ideal for those 
seeking a signature look with design ingenuity and longevity, Contura sets a new benchmark for simple luxury in the bathroom. 

Elegantly designed, Contura toilet suites are meticulously detailed. Inspired by European trends and designed to suit an 
Australian sense of style, Contura toilet suites deliver timeless beauty. The toilet suites also feature an exquisitely curved, soft-
close lid that blends seamlessly with the pan for a signature, sleek look.

Contura’s organic, minimalist form extends to its basin design, providing multiple style options to complement any bathroom 
space. Each basin boasts distinctive gentle curves and a sophisticated appearance. The range includes Caroma’s first solid 
surface basin and the introduction of colour in a black basin.

Completing the Collection is the Contura Freestanding Bath. It creates a striking focal point in any bathroom. Crafted from 
a solid surface material, this bath exudes warmth and is soft to the touch making it ideal for an indulgent and relaxing soak. 
Generous dimensions and is reclined at both ends, making it the perfect bath for two.

Drawing on Caroma’s 70-year heritage of innovation and technical intelligence, the Contura collection gives the freedom to 
design a stunning bathroom space.

Visit www.caroma.com.au to view the full Caroma Contura Collection.

Caroma Contura Collection

THE CONTURA COLLECTION
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Plumbers Handbook App

The Caroma Plumbers Handbook App has been updated with extra features to assist plumbers.  From early October the app 
will have a fresh new look, reflecting the new Caroma branding.  In addition RRPs are now included on every product to help 
plumbers and their customers select the appropriate solution for every situation.  A range of new products have been released 
which are also featured on the app and the front page has been redesigned to make navigation simpler.

Further updates will be released over the next few months to continue to enhance this market leading app.

CAROMA PLUMBERS’ APP 
MORE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Don’t have the app yet? Simply download the free Plumbers Handbook app from the App Store 
or Google Play Store, or visit plumbershandbook.com on your mobile browser.

Already got the app? Simply await the Plumbers Handbook app version update 
from the App Store or Google Play Store.
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Current Promotions

GWA has recently launched two promotions running from the 1st September to 30th November 2014. One promotion is for 
Dux and the other for Caroma. The Dux promotion gives licenced plumbers a Bose Soundlink Bluetooth speaker or a Sony 
Playstation 4 if they buy 5 or 8 selected Dux water heaters.

The current Caroma spare parts promotion is “a draw to win” an iPhone 5S. Plumbers can enter the draw by purchasing the 
Caroma Quietflow 2 Inlet valve and completing the entry form. There is one iPhone 5S to be won in each state and this will be 
drawn on 14th December 2014.

Contact your GWA Account Manager for more information.

Buy Genuine to  
WIN an iPhone 5S
RRP $869
Buy ten Caroma Quietflow Inlet 
Valves for one entry. Stock up  
with one carton for three entries!

Promotion from 1 September to 30th November 2014. 
Terms and conditions. NSW Permit Number LTPS/14/06325, ACT TP 14/02847. For more info go to caroma.com.au

Quietflow Technology
Can be used in all bottom inlet  
cisterns, not just Caroma
Easy to install on either right or left side
Guaranteed performance, installed  
in over 1.5 million Australian Toilets

Features


